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1. Introduction. Let u(x, y) be a function in L^LXxq, y0, r0)] where F(x0, Jo, ^o)

is the open disc with center (x0, y0) and radius r0. We define the upper generalized

wave of u at (x0, y0), designated by \3*u(x0, y0), to be

(1)       D*«(x0, v0) = lim sup 24(7ir6) -l u(x0 + x, y0 +y)(x2 -y2) dx dy.
r-0 jD(0,0,r)

In a similar manner using liminf, we define D*«(x0, y0)- If D*"(x0, yo)—\3*u(x0,y0),

we say the generalized wave of u exists at (x0, y0), and we designate this common

value by D«(x0, y0)- We note in particular that if u is a bounded Borel function

defined in a neighborhood of the point (x0, y0) and if

¡•211

lim 4(7rr2) "1        u(x0 + r cos 9, y0 + r sin 9) cos 29 d9 = a,
r-0 Jo

then Dw(x0, y0) exists and equals a.

(For convenience of notation in this paper, y will play the role that t usually

plays in most discussions of the vibrating string problem.)

If m has a second total differential at the point (x0, y0), i.e., if for « and k tending

to zero there exist constants «j,j= 1,..., 5, such that

u(x0 + h, y0 + k) = u(x0,y0) + a1h + a2k + ^[a3h2 + 2aihk+a5k2] + o(h2+k2),

it is an easy matter to show that \Z\u(x0, y0) exists and equals a3 — as. Consequently,

it follows from Taylor's formula with remainder that if « is in class C2 in a neighbor-

hood of the point (x0, y0), then Ou(x0, y0) exists and equals uxx(x0, y0) - uyy(xo,y0)-

If g(x)=xn, a direct computation shows that

g(x0 + r cos 9+y0 + r sin 9) cos 29 d9 = 0   for r > 0,

and

g(x0 + r cos 9—y0 — r sin 9) cos 29 d9 = 0   for r > 0.

Consequently, if f(x) is a continuous function defined on the real line, then it
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follows from the Weierstrass approximation theorem that both Dw(x, y) = 0 and

\3v(x,y) = 0 where u(x,y)=f(x+y) and v(x,y)=f(x-y); so we see that □ is

indeed a true generalization for the wave operator usually given in terms of partial

derivatives.

(The connection between the usual weak wave operator and the generalized

wave operator defined here will be discussed in the appendix of this paper (§5). It

suffices to say at this point that for a function u locally in F1 on a disc, the following

fact obtains :

If the weak wave of w = 0 on the disc,

then  n«=0 on the disc; the converse

is false.)

We next define what is meant by a set of uniqueness for the vibrating string

problem.

In the sequel, S will designate the infinite half-strip {(x, y) : O^x^tt, 0^y<co},

S ° will designate its interior, and cS its boundary. Sx will be the set

{(x, 0) : 0 ^ x ^ tt};

so in particular S^dS.

We say a Borel set QCSX is a set of uniqueness for the vibrating string problem:

If whenever  u(x, y)   meet   conditions   (i),   (ii),

(iii), and (iv), then u(x, y) is identically zero in S;

where conditions (i), (ii), (iii), and (iv) are defined as follows:

(i) u(x, y) is continuous in S,

(ii) Uu(x, y)=0 for (x, y) in S °,

(iii) u(x, y) = 0 for (x, y) in 8S,

(iv) u y(x, y)=0 for (x, y) in Sx - Q.

(To be quite explicit, in (iv) we mean limJ/_0+ [u(x, y) — u(x,0)]¡y=0 for

(x,0)in^-ß.)

The main theorem that we intend to prove in this paper is the following :

Theorem 1. A necessary and sufficient condition that a Borel set Q<^Sxbe a set

of uniqueness for the vibrating string problem is that Q be countable.

We note that in the above theorem the only differentiability requirement (other

than the existence of the generalized wave operator in 5°) is the existence of the

first derivative with respect to y at the points of Sx — Q.

2. Proof of the necessary condition of Theorem 1. Suppose we are given an

uncountable Borel set Q^S-x. Then Q contains a nonempty, nowhere dense,

perfect subset F [3, p. 205] which is contained in the interior of Sx and which we

divide into two nonempty, nowhere dense, perfect disjoint subsets Px and F2 where

the points of Px lie completely to the left of the points of F2. (So, in particular we

haveFj uP2=?cg.)
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For7= 1, 2, letP't={x : (x, 0) in Pj), a, = inf {x : x in P'¡] and bj = sup {x : x in P',}.

Then 0 < ax < ft < a2 < ft < tt, and P[ and F2 are nonempty perfect sets contained

in the interval [ax, ft] and [a2, ft], respectively.

Next for7= 1, 2, on the interval [a¡, ft], we construct a Lebesgue-Cantor function

Lj(x) for the set P'¡, [4, p. 101]. L/x) then has the following properties: L¡(x) is

continuous and monotonically nondecreasing on the interval [a,-, ft] ; L(ft) = 0 and

L(ft)= 1 ; Lj(x) is constant on the open contiguous intervals of P'¡.

We next define F(x) for — tt^x^tt as follows :

F(x) = 0 0 á * á «i

= Lj(x) ax -¿ x -¿. bx

,2) =1 ft ^ x ^ a2

= 1 -L2(x) a2 ^ x ^ ft

= 0 ft S x <: TT

= F(-x) -tt ^ x < 0.

We define F(x) for - oo < x < oo by periodicity of period 27r and set w(x, y)

=F(x+y)-F(x-y) for (x, j) in S. We observe from (2) that «(ft/2, ft/2) = F(ft) = 1

and therefore m(x, y) is not identically zero. Consequently the necessary condition

of Theorem 1 will be established once we show that u(x, y) meets conditions (i), (ii),

(iii), and (iv) above.

That u meets condition (i) follows from the fact that F(x) is a continuous periodic

function. That u meets condition (ii) follows from the same fact and one of the

remarks made in the introduction (namely that nF(x+j>)= DF(x—v)=0).

To show that u satisfies (iii), we observe that u(0,y)=F(y)—F(—y)=0, u(tt, y)

=F(TT+y)-F(TT-y) = F(TT+y)-F(y-TT)=0, and u(x, 0) = F(x)-F(x)=0. There-

fore u(x, y)=0 for (x, y) in 8S and u meets condition (iii).

We shall show u satisfies (iv) by showing uy = 0 for (x, y) in ft — (Fa u F2). In

particular let (x0, 0) be in ft-(ft u F2). Then it follows from (2) that there exists

an «0>0 such that F(x) is constant in the interval (x0—ft, x0+ft). Therefore for

0^v<ft, F(x0+>')-F(xo->') = 0. We conclude that

lim [u(xo,y)-u(xo,0)]y-1 = 0.
V->0 +

Therefore u meets condition (iv), and the proof of the necessary condition of

Theorem 1 is complete.

3. Fundamental lemmas. In this section we shall establish some lemmas in

double trigonometric series which will be needed to establish the sufficiency con-

dition of the theorem.

We shall use the following notation: X=(x,y), M=(m,n), (M, X)=mx+ny,

F2 = the plane, and T2 = {X : —ttkx^tt, —Tr<y^Tr}. M will always designate an

integral lattice point, and for / in L}(T2), we shall set

f(M) = (47T2)-1 Í  f(X) exp (-i(M, X)) dX.
Jt2
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Given/in Ll(T2) (and real-valued unless explicitly stated otherwise), we shall say

that/is extended by periodicity to all of F2 if/is defined in all of F2 and is periodic

of period 2tt in each variable.

The first lemma we prove is the following:

Lemma 1. Let f(X) be in L^T^ and extended by periodicity to all of E2. Set

W(X, t)=-2Mf(M)(m2-n2) exp (i(M, X)-\M\t). Then for every X in F2, the

following inequalities prevail:

(a) U*f(X)lklimmf^o W(X,t),

(b) lim sup^o W(X,t) iU*f(x).

To prove the lemma, we clearly need only prove (b), for (a) will follow from (b)

when/is replaced by -/.

To prove (b), we need only establish it in the special case X=Q. If D*/(0)= +00,

(b) is established. Consequently, we can suppose that D*/(0)< +00.

Let

(3) D*/(0) < p

where p is a finite number. The lemma will be established if we can show

(4) lim sup W(0, t) ¿p.
Í-.0

To show that (4) holds, we observe on differentiating under the integral sign in

[5, formula 17, p. 56] (which we may clearly do) that

(5)

where

W(0, 0 = lS^rr)"1 f  f(X)(x2-y2)[t2+\X\2y<2 dX

= lSf^Tr)-1 P [t2 + r2Y1¡2dA(r)

(6) A(r)=  f      f(X)(x2-y2)dX.
JDiO.T)

Since A(r) = 0(rl) as r -*■ 00, it follows from (5) that

(7) W(0, t) = 1051(2*)-! P rA(r)[t2+r2]-912 dr.

Using (3) and (6), we next choose r0 such that

(8) A(r) < prS-TTQA)-1   for 0 < r < r0.

It consequently follows from (7), (8), and the fact that A(r) = 0(r*) as r-^00

that

W(0,t) è 35/7(16)-^ r r1[t2 + r2Y&l2dr + o(l).
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We infer from this last fact that

(9) lim sup W(0, t) ^ 35/K16)-1 P r^l+r2]'612 dr.
¡-.o Jo

Since Jo0 r7[l +r2]"9'2 dr= 16/35, (4) follow from (9), and the proof to the lemma

is complete.

For/in L1[D(X0, ft)] we shall set

A(ft>) = M2)"1 f        f(X) dX   forO < « < ft.
Jd(x0,m

Also, 2' will designate a summation over the integral lattice points in the plane

with the 0-lattice point excluded, and F will designate the closure of the set F.

The next lemma we prove is the following :

Lemma 2. Let f(X) be in L°°(T2) and extended by periodicity to all of E2. Let

f(X) be a function in L2(T2) extended by periodocity to all of E2 having

- Y, f(M)(m2 - n2) | M | " 2 exp i(M, X)

as its Fourier series. Suppose that

(i) f(X) is continuous in the disc D(X0, 4ft), 0<ft < 1, and

(ii) \J*f(X) and U*f(X) are finite valued in D(X0, 4ft).

Then

lim[ sup \MX+P)-A(X)\] = 0.

To prove the lemma, we first set

(10) F(x) = (4TT)(x2-y2)l\X\t       X^O,

and for A72tt not equal to an integral lattice point we set

(11) K*(X) = K(X) + \im     2     [K(X+2ttM)-K(2ttM)\
R-""    1SIMISB

Now K*(X) is a continuous periodic function in F2 — UM {2-nM} (see [2, pp.

251-252]) with the series in (11) converging uniformly for Zin T2. We set

(12) J(X) = (2tt)-2 f f(X-P)K*(P)dP,
JT2-D(0,e)

and observe that sf(X) is a continuous periodic function in F2.

It follows from condition (ii) in the hypothesis of the lemma that

(13) lim f f(X-P)K(P)dP
s->0 Jr>(0,l)-D(0,e)

exists and is finite for X in F^A^, 4ft).
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From [2, pp. 253-261] we obtain further

(14) lim ef(X) = f(X)   almost everywhere in F2,
£-0

and in particular from (13), we have that

(15) lim J(X) = f(X)   is finite in D(X0, 4«0).
£-.0

Also, it follows from [2, pp. 253-254] that f(X) is in L2(T2) and periodic in E2

and furthermore

(16) lim f   \J(X)-f(X)\2 dx = 0.
£-0 Jt2

Observing that lim£_0 Jr¡2_D(0 e) K*(P)dP=0, we conclude from (12) and (16)

that

(17) fh(X) = lim(2TT)-2\ [fh(X-P)-fh(X)]K*(P)dP.
e->0 Jr2-D«j,£)

Now it is an easy matter to see that since/is a periodic function in LX(T2) that

for each « > 0 there is a constant ch such that

(18) \fh{X)-fh(X')\ è ch\X-X'\    for X and X' in F2.

In particular since K*(P) has a singularity of the form 0(|F| ~2) in a neighborhood

of the origin, it follows from (18) that for fixed X, [fn(X~P)-fh(X)]K*(P) is in F1

on T2 as a function of F. Consequently, we can write (17) in the form

(19) fh(X) = (2tt)-2 f   [fn(X-P)-fh(X)]K*(P)dP.
Jt2

But then

/(JT+F') = (2tt)-2 f   [/(Z+F'-F)-/lí(^+F')]F*(F)í/F,
'r2

and therefore

(20) /ft(AT+F') = (2tt)-2 f   [/(Jir-F)-/ft(^+F')]F*(F+F')^F.

We designate the modulus of continuity off in F^, 2«0) by o>. Thus

(21) «,(*)= sup \f(X)-f(X')\.
X and X' in 7XXo,2fi0) ai>d lx - -X'lSs

Now for Xin F(Z0, «0) and 0<«<«0/100

f \[fh(X-P)-fh(X)]\\K*(P)\dP
JD(0,2K)

(22) Ú [ œ(2h)\K*(P)\ dP

+ f IF^F)!^«2)"1! f        [f(X+P"-P)-f(X+P")]dP"
Jd(0,IiI2> \jD(0,h)

dP.
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Now using circular lunes, we see that for |F[ <«/2,

If       [f(X+P"-P)-f(X+P")]dP"  ^ w(3h) f dP"
(23) \Jd{0M Jd(0,|P| +fc)-D(O.W

Ú co(3«)3|F|«.

(To see that the estimate in (23) is actually correct, we observe that the integral

there is ¡Qf(X+P") dP"-$Q,f(X+P") dP", where Q and Q' are congruent

circular lunes with the total diameter of Q u Q' being smaller than 5«/2 and Q

being contained in the annulus of inner radius « and outer radius h+\P\.)

Observing that for F in F2, |F*(P)| is majorized by a constant multiple of \P\ ~2,

we conclude from (22) and (23) that for X in D(X0, ft)

(24) \Ai*-P)-AiX)\ \K*(P)\ dP ï cM3h)
JD(.0,2h)

where cx is a constant independent of X and «.

Likewise with |F'| %.h and X\n D(X0, ft),

ÍD(0,2h)
\ux-p)-ax+p')\ ijcv+ni dp

Jd
\fh(X+P'-P)-fh(X+P')\ \K*(P)\dP

/D(0,3ft)

Ú c2w(3h)

where c2 is a constant independent of X and «.

We therefore obtain from (19), (20), (24), and this last computation that for X

in D(X0,h0), \P'\úh, and 0<«<ft/100,

\fh(X+P')-fh(X)\

g C3a,(3«) + (2tt)-2 f
Jr2- D(o.aft)

[/(X-F)-A(Z)]

(25)
[F*(P+P')-F*(P)]<7P

+ (2Tr)-2\fh(X)-fh(X+P')\\\ K*(P+P')dP

where c3 is a constant independent of X and h.

Setting

T*/* = {7"' : Pm+P"", P- in F2, and |F""| ¿ 8"1},

we see from (11) that

(26)   K*(P) = K(P) + K'(P) for F in F21/8 where K'(P) is continuous in F21,s.

Consequently,

(27) Ii £*(7>+7>') dP è  Ci +
JT2-D(0,2h)

where c4 is a constant independent of F' and h.

f J?T(P)áP
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Now it follows from (10) and the fact that |P'| =A that

(28)

If K(P)dP   Ú 4tt f \P\~2dP
I jD(0,l)-D(P',2fl) Jd(0,|J"| +2fl)-D(f",2h>

< 8tt2       r~xdr g 16r

We consequently conclude from (25), (27), and (28) that for X in D(Xo, h0),

\P'\£h, and0</i<«o/100

\fn(X+P')-fh(X)\

(29) ^ c5tu(3«)+ (2tt)-2 f [fh(X-P)-fh(X)]
v      ' Jr2-D(0,2ft)

[F*(F+F')-F*(F)]i/F

where c5 is a constant independent of X and «.

Next, we set for 0<«<«0/100

(30) «>*(«) =  sup   f \K*(P+P')-K*(P)\dP
IP'ISh Jr2-D(0,(l0/2)

and obtain from the fact that/is in L°°(T2) and from (29) that the last expression

on the right-hand side of the inequality in (29) is majorized by

(31)   c6œ*(h) + O)-2 f [fh(X-P)-fn(X)][K*(P+P')-K*(P)]dP
jD{0,hol2)-DW,2h)

where c6 is a constant independent of X and «.

Next with K'(P) the continuous function in T%18 defined in (26), we set

(32) co'2(h) = sup \K'(X)-K'(X')\,
\X-X'\Sh, XandX'inr21'8

and we obtain that the second expression in (31) is majorized by

(33) c1œ'2(h) + (2Tr)-2 f a>(|P|)|F(P+P')-F(P)|¿P,
jD(0,hol2)-D(.0,2h)

where c7 is a constant independent of X and «.

For 2«^|F|<l/2 and |F'|<«, we see from (10) that there is a constant c8

independent of« such that |F(P+P')-F(P)|ác8«|P|-3. We conclude from this

fact, (29), (31), and (33) that for Xin D(X0, h0), \P'\úh, and 0<«<«0/100,

(33')     \fh(X+P')-fh(X)\ g c9[a>(3«) + aJl*(«) + a)2(«)+« j^ cu(r)r"2 i/r]

where cg is a constant independent of X and h. The conclusion to the lemma

follows immediately from (21), (30), (32), and (33').

The proof to the above lemma was motivated somewhat by [8, pp. 121-122].
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The next lemma we prove is the following :

Lemma 3. Let fand f be two functions in L2(T2) and extended by periodicity to all

of E2 with/having — *H f(M)(m2—«2)|M|"V(M,X) as its Fourier series. Let 0<ft

< ft. Then for every X,

(34) (tt)"1 f f<X-P)(p2-q2)\P\-* dP = fhl(X)-?h2(X).
jD(.0,h2)-D(0,hi>

Since both the right- and left-hand sides of the equality in (34) are continuous

periodic functions, to prove the lemma we need only show that they have the same

Fourier coefficients.

Setting g(X)=fhl(X)-fh2(X) an easy computation shows that

(35) g(M) = 2/(M)(«I2-«2)|M|-2[ft(|M|ft)(|M|ft)-1-71(|M|ft)(|M|ft)-1]

for M¿0,g(0)=0.

On the other hand, Fubini's theorem and the periodicity of/show that

(36) f   dx{\ f(X-P)(p2-q2)\P\-*dp} = 0.
JT2 UD(0,il2)-D(0,fti) J

Also, for \M| t^O and cos 2<p = (m2 — n2)\M\~2,

(4*r*)-i f   exp (-i(M, X)) dx{\ f(X-P)(p2-q2)\P\ A dP
JT2 UD(0.ft2)-D(0,hi) J

[h2 l*3JI

= (tt)-1/(M)       r~xdr\    exp (-i\M\r cos (9-?>)) cos 29 d9
Jäi Jo

= 2(m2-n2)\M\-2f(M)Ji(r)r-^ R,

(34) and consequently the lemma follows from this last computation, (35), and (36).

Following the notation of [5, Lemma 8, p. 72], we next set

772(ft /) = 2' in\M\~2 exp (i(M, X)-\M\t)   for t > 0,

and 772(A')=lim(^o H2(X, t), where this last limit exists for X=£2ttM.

We observe also from [5, Lemma 8, p. 72] that H2(X) is in Ll(T2) and that

H2(M) = i«|M|-2   M^Q       #2(0) = 0.

The next lemma we prove is the following:

Lemma 4. Letf(X) be a function in LX(T2) and extended by periodicity to all of

E2, and set

MX) = (47T2)-! f   f(X-P)H2(P)dP
Jt2

Suppose f(X) is continuous in the strip {(x, v) : — oo < x < oo and y0—k0 ̂  y S yo+k0

where k0 > 0}. Then f2(x, y0) is uniformly smooth in x.
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We recall [8, p. 43] that/2(x, y0) (which is a continuous periodic function of x)

is uniformly smooth means

(37) lim    sup    | /2(x+h, y0) +f2(x - h, y0) - 2/2(x, J0) I « "1 = 0.

In the sequel, « will always be such that 0<«< 1/16. Then

(4^2)[/2(x + «, jo) +/,(* - K y0) - 2/2(x, y0)]

(38) f
=       [f(x-P,yo-q)-f(x,yo)][H2(p+h,q)+H2(p-h,q)-2H2(p,q)]dpdq.

Jt2

For XinTlia-{0}, let us set

(39) UX) = H2(X) + (2TT)y\X\~2.

By [5, Lemma 8, p. 72], <p2(X) is harmonic in a domain containing the closure of

F¿'8. Consequently there exists a constant Cx such that for 0<«< 1/16 and F in T2,

(40) \h{PJrh,q) + 4>2{p-h,q)-2^2(p,q)\ g Cxh2.

We consequently conclude from (38), (39), and (40) that (37) will follow once we

show

(41) lim«-1   sup   If   [f(x-p,yo-q)-f(x,yo)]g2(P,h)dP = 0

where

(42) g2(P,h) = 9{[(«+Jp)2+?2]-1 + [(«-Jp)2+?2]-1-2|F|-2}.

Next using the fact that f(x, y) is uniformly continuous in the infinite strip

{(x, y) : — oo < x < oo and y0 — k0 :£ y S yo + k0} and given e > 0 we choose 8 such that

0<S<min (1, k0) and such that

(43) \f(x-p, y0~q)-f(x, y0)\ ^ e   for \P\ < 8.

An easy computation shows that for F in F2 — D(0, 8) and 0 < « < 8/2, | g2(P, «) | is

majorized by a constant multiple of «2. Consequently, we conclude from (42) and

(43) that

(44)

lim sup «  1 sup
h — 0+ -jiSxSíi

<

f   [f(x-p,y0-q)-f(x,y0)]g2(P,h)dP

e lim sup«"1 f        |g2(F,«)| dP.
h->0+ JDW.Ó)

Nowfor0<«<8/2,

(45) f |g2(F, «)| dP ̂  4 f \P\ -1 dP S 24rr«.
JD(.0,2h) Jd(0,3(i)
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On the other hand,

\g2(P,h)\ á 96/t2|F|-3   for 2« á \P\ ¿ 8.

Therefore,

(46) f \g2(P,h)\dPú%TTh.
JD(0,ó)-D(.0,2ll)

We conclude from (45) and (46) that the left side of the inequality in (44) is major-

ized by 1207re. (41) follows immediately from this, and the proof to the lemma is

complete.

The next lemma we establish is the following :

Lemma 5. Let F(X) be in L1^) and extended by periodicity to all of E2. For

t>0, set W(X, /)= -2 F(Af)|Af |2 exp (i(M, X)-\M\t). Suppose that

(i) F(X) is continuous in D(XQ, ft), 0 < ft < 1,

(ii) Iim sup(_o I W(X, t)\ <oo in D(X0, ft),

(iii) limt_0 W(X, 0 = 0 almost everywhere in D(X0, ft).

Then F(X) is harmonic in D(X0, ft).

To prove the lemma, we set

F(X, 0 = 2 F(M>> exP (f(M> X)-\M\t)   for t > 0.
M

By [6, Lemma 6],

(47) lim  f \W(X, 0| dt = 0   forO < h< ft.
'-o  Jd(x0,íd

Let X(X) be a function in class C(c0) which vanishes outside a compact subset of

D(X0, h0). Then since AF(ft 0= W(X, t) (where A as usual designates the Laplace

operator) it follows that

f F(X, t)AX(X) dX = f W(X, t)X(X) dX.
JD(X0,h0) Jwx0,ho)

Consequently, we obtain from this fact and (47) that

(48) lim f F(X, t)AX(X) dX = 0.
t-0 Ju(Xo,ho)

However, as is well known, F(X, t) -> F(X) as / -> 0 uniformly on compact

subsets of D(X0, h0) (see [5, Formula (17), p. 56]). We conclude from (48) that

(49) f F(X)AX(X) dX = 0.
JdçxoM)

But the continuity of F(X) in D(X0, h0) plus the fact that (49) holds for every A in

class C<00) vanishing outside of a compact subset of D(XQ, ft) implies, as is well

known, that F(X) is harmonic in D(X0, ft), and the proof to the lemma is complete.
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The next lemma we establish is the following:

Lemma 6. Let F(X) be in LX(T2) and extended by periodicity to all of E2.

For t>0, set W'(X, t)= -£ F(M)\M\2 exp (i(M, X)- \M\2t). Suppose F(X) is

harmonic in D(X0, h0) where 0<«0<1. Then W'(X, t)->-0 as r->0 uniformly in

D(X0, hx) where 0 < «j < «0.

The proof is essentially the same as [6, Lemma 5]. We need only observe that the

function S(X, i) = 2 exp (i(M, X)-\M\2t) is such that ASÍA', t) -+ 0 uniformly for

A' in F2 — F(0, hx). (This fact follows immediately from the easily established

identity S(X, ^^fat)'1 2m exp (- |A>2TrA/|2/4/).)

4. Proof of the sufficiency condition of Theorem 1. To establish the sufficiency

condition of Theorem 1, it is clear that we need only show u(x, y) = 0 for 0 ̂  x ^ tt

and 0 á y < n. This fact will follow from the following more general theorem which

we shall prove :

Theorem 2. Let S" designate the rectangle {(x,y) : O^x^tt, 0^j><tt} and

S"° represents its interior. Also, let Q be a countable set contained in

Sx={(x, 0) : 0 ̂  x < tt}. Suppose that

(i) u(x, y) is continuous and bounded in S" ;

(ii) \J*u(X) and UJ*u(X) are finite for X in S"°;

(iii) ¡Z\u(X)=0 almost everywhere in Sn°;

(iv) u(x, 0) = 0 for X in Sx and u(0, y) = ufa, y)=0 for 0 ̂  y < tt ;

(v) uy(x, 0)=0 for X in Sx~Q.

Then u(X) is identically zero for X in S".

To prove the theorem, we set

f(X) = u(X)       for(x,y)inS*,

= -u(X)   for (- x, y) in Sn

(50) = -«(*)   for (x, -y) in S"

= u(X)       for (-x, -y) in S"

=   0 Ífx=±T7 0rj=±7T.

We then extend / by periodicity to all of E2 by making / periodic of period 2tt

in each variable and observe from the conditions in the hypothesis of the theorem

that

(51) f(X) is in L»(T2),

and that

U*f(X) and U*f(X) are finite in F2,

and F2f(X) = 0 almost everywhere in F2.
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We also observe that with if the open strip defined by

(53) if = {(x, y) : -co < x < oo, —« < y < tt}

that

(54) f(X) is continuous in if.

Next, we observe from (51) that in particular/is in L2(T2) and consequently

(55) -Y, f{M)(m2-n2)\M\-2 exp (i(M, X))

is the Fourier series of a function in L2(T2) which we shall call / From (34) in

Lemma 3 and from (1) and (52) we observe that for each fixed X in F2, fh(X)

satisfies the Cauchy criterion as « -> 0. Consequently we define f(X) everywhere

in E2 by

(56) f(X) m limfn(X)   for X in E2.
ÍI-.0

We next propose to show with Sf given by (53) that

(57) f(X) is continuous in if.

Let Z be the set of discontinuity points of f(X) in if. We propose to show that Z

is empty.

First we set

(58) A(r, X) = r~6 f      f(X-P)(p2-q2)dP.
JD(O.r)

Using the fact that A(r, X) is periodic of period 2tt in the x and y-variables and is

jointly continuous in r and A'for r>0 and Xin F2, we choose a decreasing sequence

i"x>r2>->0 such that

(59) \A(r, X)-A(rk, X)\ S 1    for A in F2 and rk ^ r ^ rk + 1.

We first propose to show

(60) Z is nowhere dense in if.

Let D(X0, ho)^if where «0>0. Then {A(rk, X)}k=1 is a sequence of continuous

functions defined on D(X0, h0). Also, it follows from (52) and (58) that

lim sup \A(rk, X)\ < oo    for A' in D(X0, h0).
k-*<x>

Consequently, there exists (by the Baire category theorem, see [8, p. 29 (12.3i)])

a constant c± and D(Xx, hx)<^D(X0, h0) with hx>0 such that \A(rk, X)\ ¿cx for X

in D(Xx, hx) and k = 1, 2,.... But then it follows from (59) that

(61) \A(r, X)\ ¿ d+1   for A" in 0^, AJ and 0 < r < rx.

Next using Lemma 3 we observe that for 0 < A < A'

(62) fh(X) -fh.(X) = tt - ̂ r2A(r, X)\a £ M(r, X) dr^-
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We conclude from (61) and (62) that \imh^0ftl(X)=f(X) uniformly for X in

D(XX, ft). Consequently, (60) is established.

Next, we observe that

f(X) continuous in D(X0, ft), ft > 0,
(63)

implies that/(Z) is harmonic in D(X0,h0).

To establish (63), we define W(X, 0 as in Lemma 1 and recall that Fourier series

of f(X) is given by (55). It follows from Lemma 1 and (52) that

lim sup ] W(X, 0| < oo
t-0

for every X in F2 and lim(^0 rV(X, 0=0 almost everywhere in F2. But then (63)

follows from Lemma 5 when we identify / with - F in that lemma.

Next with Z designating the closure of Z and A(rk, X) as in (59), we obtain once

again from the Baire category theorem, (59), and the fact that lim sup \A(rk, X)\

< oo for X in Z that if Z is nonempty, then there exist a constant c2 and D(X2, ft)

with ft > 0 such that

(64) D(X2, ft) n Z> 0

and

(65) \A(r, X)\ á c2   for Xin D(X2, 2ft) n Z and 0 < r < rx.

It follows from (62), (64), and (65) that if Z is nonempty, then

(66) \\mfh(X) = f(X)   uniformly for X in D(X2, ft) n Z.

From (64), we obtain that if Z is nonempty then there is a F0 which is in

Z n D(X2, ft). We shall show that no such F0 exists.

First, suppose F0 is an isolated point of Z. Then using the fact that an harmonic

function is equal to its average, we obtain from (63) that for X close to F0 the

following fact obtains :

(67) ¡(X)-f(Po) =fíx-Poi(X)-ñx-rol(Po)+f]x-Po¿Po)-f(Po).

We observe from (54) that / is continuous in a neighborhood of F0. We con-

sequently obtain from (52), Lemma 2, (66), and (67) that limx-*Po f(X)=f(P0). But

then/is continuous at F0 and therefore F0 is not in Z. Consequently, if Z is non-

empty, there must be a point F0 in Z n D(X2, ft) which is a nonisolated point of Z.

We shall show that this fact also leads to a contradiction.

Let £>0 be given. Then it follows from (66) that we can choose D(P0, 4ft) with

ft > 0 such that

(68) |/W-/(F0)| < s,        \fh(X)-f(X)\ < s,   and    \fh(X)-fh(P0)\ < «

for X in D(P0, 4ft) n Z and 0<h<h3 and such that

(69) D(P0, 4ft) c ST   and   D(P0, 4ft) <= D(X2, ft).
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It follows from (52), (54), (69), and Lemma 2 that there exists A4 with 0 < A4 < A3

such that

if X and A" are in D(P0, A3) and if
(70)

\X-X'\ =£ A4then L/U-riGH-Zix-riWI < '•

Now let X be in F(F0, A4/2) and suppose X is not in Z. Then there exists a point

A" in Z such that |A- A"| minimizes the distance of X to Z. Since F(A', |X— X'\)

<^ D(P0, 4A3) we obtain that/is continuous in D(X, \X—X'\) and therefore from

(63) that/x-xmW-/W' But |^-A'|<A4/2 and A" and A" are in D(P0,h3).

Therefore

|/(AT)-/(F0)| ^ |/x-2.|W-/x-x-|(Jn|

+ l/u-x-,(A')-/(r)| + |/(r)-/(F0)|,

and we conclude consequently from (68) and (70) that

(71) |/(A) -f(P0)\ < 3e   for X in D(P0, A4/2) n Zc,

where Zc represents the complement of Z.

But from (68) we obtain that the inequality in (71) also holds for X in

D(PQ, hiß) n Z. Consequently / is continuous at F0. Therefore F0 is not in Z,

and we have arrived at a contradiction. We conclude that Z is empty and therefore

that Z is empty, and (57) is therefore established.

Next, we invoke (63) and conclude from (57) that

(72) f(X) is harmonic in if.

Now,/(A) is periodic of period 2tt in the x-variable; so with r>0 on setting

(73) W'(X, t) = -]>/(A/)(m2-«2) exp (i(M, X)-\M\2t),

we obtain from (72), Lemma 6, and the fact that the Fourier series off is given by

(55) that for 0<£<tt

(74) lim W'(X, 0 = 0   uniformly for -co < x < oo and \y\ ^ (tt-b).

We next propose to show

(75) m\ + n% implies/(y\i0) = 0.

To establish (75), we observe from (74) that

(76) lim f  eim°xe<lW'(X, t) dx = 0   uniformly for \y\ ¿ -n-e.

Therefore on setting

(77) ¿n=/(m0,«)(«i20-«2),
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we obtain from (76) that for 0 < e < tt,

(78) lim g(y, 0 = 0   uniformly for | v| ^ tt—e,
Í-.0

where

co

(79) g(y,t)=   2   ¿nexp(/«>H«|20.
n= - co

Next, we note from (50) that for \y\^ir, f(x, -y)=-f(x,y). Consequently

f(m0, «)= —f(m0, — «) for n=0, ± 1,.... Therefore,

(80) ft = 0   and   ft = -b_n   for « = 1, 2,....

We next set for r > 0,

(81) G(y,t)=-  f'   ft«-2exp(i«>H«|20
n= - co

and observe from (79) and (80) that for t > 0

(82) 82G(y, t)\8y2 = 8G(y, t)\8t = g(y, t).

It follows from (78) and (82) that

(83) lim G(y, t) = G(y)   uniformly for I vi ¿ n—e.

From (83), it follows that

(84) G(y) is continuous for \y\ < tt.

We shall show even more holds ; namely,

(85) G(y) is linear for | v| < tt.

To establish (85), we observe from (84) and [7, p. 431] that we need only show

for fixed v0 with |y0\ <tt that

(86) lim [G(y0 + h) + G(y0 -h)- 2G(yQ)]h -2 = 0.
h-.0

We establish (86) by observing from (82) and (83) that for « positive and such that

[y0—h, y0+h] is contained in the interior of the interval (—tt,tt)

G(y0+h) + G(yo-h)-2G(yo) = lim [G(y0 + h, t) + G(y0-h, t)-2G(y0, t)]
t->0

= lim i de f   g(y0+v, 0 dr, = 0.
(-0 Jo J-Í

(86) follows immediately from this fact, and therefore (85) is established.

From (80), it follows that G(0, 0=0 for r>0, and therefore from (83) that

G(0)=0. We consequently conclude from (85) that there is a constant ß such that

(87) G(y) = ßy   for -tt < y < tt.
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Next from (77), we see that

(88) ft«-2 = o(l)   as |«| -»• oo.

Since for a series with bounded terms Gaussian summability implies Abel summa-

bility (See [1, p. 39]. The theorem stated there is given in terms of summability

for integrals, but the proof can be carried over to summability for series with no

difficulty.), we conclude from (80), (81), (83), and (87) that

CO

(89) lim V 2ibnn~2 sinn^e"1"1' = — ßy   for —7r < y < tt.
t-o ¡¿x

But then it follows from (88), (89), and [8, p. 362] that for «= 1, 2,...

(90) 2/ft«"2 = -ß i" y sin nydy/TT = 2J8(-l)n+1«"1.
J -n

If mQ=0, (75) is immediate from (50). If w0/0, then (77) implies ft,o=0 and

consequently (80) and (90) imply ft=0. But then /S=0 and (90) imply ft=0 for

«=1,2,_Therefore (77) and (80) imply that

(91) /(m0,«o)(mg-«§) = 0.

But (91) implies (75), and (75) is therefore established.

We conclude from (50) and (75) that

(92) f(m, n) = 0   for m = 0 or « = 0 or «z2 ̂  «2,

and

(93) f(m, m) =f(-m, -m) = -f(-m, m) = -f(m, -m)   form / 0.

Next we define the set Q' as follows :

(94) Q' = !x : -tt ^ x Ú tt and lim sup \[f(x, y)-f(x, -y)Vy\ # 01.
I y-0+ S

It follows from assumption (v) of Theorem 2 and from (50) that

(95) Q' is a countable set contained in (—tt, tt).

Now for each fixed x, it follows from (51) and (54) that/(x, v) is a bounded

continuous function of v for — tt <y < tt. Consequently,/(x, y) can be expanded in a

Fourier series with Fourier coefficients am(x), that is

¡my(96) f(x,y)~   2   a^x)e'
m= - »

Also, from (51), (54), (92), and the periodicity of/ we obtain that am(x) is a

periodic function of x and in particular that for — tt^x¿tt

(97) am(x) = f(m, m)eimx +f(-m,m)e~imx      m = ± 1, ± 2,...

and

(98) a0(x) = 0.
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Using Fatou's theorem and (94), we next obtain that

00

(99) lim    Y    imam(x)e~|m|t = 0   for x in [- ir, tt] - Q'.

From (93), (97), and (98), it follows that mam(x)= -ma_m(x) for m=0, 1, 2,....

Consequently, using (93) once again, it follows from (99) that

CO

(100) lim    y    imf(m, m)eimxe~Mt = 0   for xin [-tt, tt]-Q'.
t-«0+ „trim

Next we define f2(X) as in Lemma 4, and obtain from (54) and Lemma 4 that

(101) /2(x, 0) is uniformly smooth in x for — oo < x < oo.

Also, we observe that

f2(M) = in/(M)l\M\2   for M ^ 0
(102)

= 0 for M = 0.

Since/2(x, j) is a continuous periodic function of period 2tt in each variable, we

can expand/2(x, 0) in a Fourier series with Fourier coefficients ym and obtain from

(92), (93), and (102) that

(103) /2(x,0)~   2   ymeimx
m= - oo

where

ym = imf(m, m)\m2   for m = ±1, ±2,...

= 0 for «î = 0.

Next, we let D2f2(x, 0) and D2f2(x, 0) represent respectively the upper and lower

second symmetric derivatives of/2(x, 0). (See [8, p. 319].) It follows from [8, p. 353]

and from (100) and (103) that

(104) D2f2(x, 0)^0   and   Dzf2(x, 0)^0   for x in [-tt, tt]-Q'.

Next, it follows from (95), (101), and (104) and from [8, p. 328] and the fact that

/2(x, 0) is a continuous function of x that

(105) /2(x, 0) is identically a constant for — tt < x < tt.

But then (103) and (105) imply that

(106) /(«j, m) = 0   for m = ± 1, ±2,....

We conclude from (92), (93), and (106) that

(107) f(M) = 0   for all M.

From (50), (54), and (107), we then obtain that f(X)=0 for all X and therefore

that u(X)=0 for Zin 5". The proof to the theorem is complete.
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5. Appendix. Letting Cf [D(X*, F0)] represent the class of functions in class

C°° on the open disc D(X*, F0) having compact support within this disc, we say that

a function u locally in L1 on D(X*, R0) has a weak wave equal to zero in D(X*, R0)

provided

f u(X)[Xxx(X) - Xyy(X)] dX = 0   for A in C? [D(X*, F0)].
Jd(x:r0)

With D« representing the generalized wave of u defined in §1, the first remark

that we establish is the following:

Remark 1. Ifuis locally in L1 on D(X*, R0) and the weak wave of u is zero in

D(X*, R0), then \Ju(X) = 0for all X in D(X*, F0).

Remark 1 is an immediate consequence of the following three elementary

statements :

Statement 1. Let u be in C2[D(X0, r0)] and suppose uxx(X) — uyy(X)=0 for X

in D(X0, r0). Then

f       u(X0+ X)(x2-y2) dX = 0   for 0 < r < r0.
Jü(0,r)

Statement 2. Let {«n}"=i be a sequence of functions in C2[D(X*, F0)] having the

property that for every n, unxx(X) — unyy(X) = 0 for X in D(X*, F0). Suppose also

that u is locally in L1 on D(X*, R0) and that

lim f \un(X)-u(X)\ dX = 0   forO < F < F0.
n-.co Jd(x»,B)

Then if D(X0, r)<=D(X*, F0), the following fact holds:

f       u(X0 + X)(x2-y2)dX = 0.
jDiO.r)

Statement 3. Suppose u is locally in L1 on D(X*, F0) and the weak wave ofu is

zero in D(X*, F0). Then if D(X0, r)<=^D(X*, R0) the following fact holds:

f       u(X0 + X)(x2-y2)dX=0.
JD(O.r)

Next, we show that the converse of Remark 1 is false. In particular we shall

establish the following remark.

Remark 2. There exists a function u in L1[F(0, 1)] such that \Z\u(X)=0for X in

D(0, 1) and such that u does not have the following property: the weak wave ofu is

zero in D(0, 1).

We define u(X) as follows: u(X) = l for v>0, u(X) = \ for y=0, u(X)=0 for

y<0. u is clearly in L^FfO, 1)], and since J"* cos 29d9=0, \Ju(X) = 0 for X in
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D(0, 1). To show that the statement "the weak wave of u is zero in F(0, 1)" is false

we observe from Statement 3 above that we need only show

(108) f u(x, -i+y)(x2-y2) dx dy ± 0.
Jd<0,1/2)

An easy computation shows that the integral in (108) is equal to — 31,2/27, and

Remark 2 is established.
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